
 
 
 
          

TO:   Senate 

QUESTION FROM: Senator Terry Hébert 

RESPONSE FROM: Senator Josephine Nalbantoglu, Dean of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies 

SUBJECT:  Question and Response Regarding Truncation Error in Foreign Graduate  

Student Admissions Calculations 

MEETING DATE: February 21, 2018      

 
PREAMBLE: All foreign transcripts that are converted from a numerical grade to a 

CGPA equivalent with a 4.0 scale by letter grade (i.e. a GPA unit) on a 
course-by-course basis have a truncation error of up to half of the 
truncation interval.  Therefore, converted CGPAs can have an error of up 
to minus 0.5 CGPA units, when the truncation interval is a unit CGPA.  
 
Explanation: In the current conversion, each course in a degree is 
truncated to its letter grade (or integer on the GPA scale).  The final 
CGPA is then calculated as an average of these truncated values.  The 
error can be observed when the course-by-course conversion is not 
equivalent to the conversion of the average CGPA on the foreign 
transcript. See Appendix A for details. 
 
This error has occurred since the upgrade to the new admissions system.  
Previously, a correct calculation using a linear interpolation in the 
conversion was used, which could easily be reinstated (e.g. if a B is 14 – 
15.9 out of 20, then using a linear conversion 15.5 is converted to a 3.75 
instead of being truncated to a 3.0).  
 
The effect on our graduate student enrolment is that we will tend to 
accept students with very high CGPAs only, and hence are likely to be 
accepting students from universities using grade inflation.  
 

QUESTION: What is being done to correct this error as the implications to graduate 
studies and research is significant? 

RESPONSE Admission to graduate programs at McGill is holistic, meaning that many 
factors are taken into consideration in the admission decision, including 
academic credentials and grades. The minimum requirements apply to 
both Canadian and international candidates. Admission to graduate 
studies is highly competitive; meeting the minimum admissions 
requirements does not guarantee admission.  
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All non-McGill transcripts are interpreted according to McGill standards, 
using the systems and processes in place for assessing McGill students.  
This provides the most equitable system possible for comparing students’ 
academic achievement. To create a system where one set of students is 
assessed according to one standard (i.e. linear interpolation) while the 
remainder are assessed according to a different standard (i.e. McGill 
GPA) would create bias and would prejudice our admissions system 
against admitting McGill undergraduates. 
 
As a general statement a non-linear interpretation MAY lead to incorrect 
CGPAs; however, since the calculation of CGPAs for McGill students is 
non-linear (i.e. ‘stepped’ data) the same methodology must be applied for 
non-McGill applicants. To do otherwise would introduce massive error 
into the methodology of calculation. 
 
The question being posed to Senate with regard to graduate admissions 
stems from several misconceptions that are important to clarify: 
 
Numerical marks and letter grades 
 
Contrary to the statement in the Preamble on page 1, foreign marks are 
not ‘converted’; instead, such marks are interpreted according to the 
grading scheme currently place at McGill (i.e. letter grades and GPA 
calculations). This ensures a level playing field – a common basis for 
comparing the academic achievements of applicants from widely 
different academic institutions with varying marking or grading 
schemes.   
 
Using mapping schemes provided by the undergraduate schools (usually 
found on the official transcripts and then recorded in a database which 
feeds the calculator in uApply, McGill’s online graduate admissions 
system), marks are mapped to letter grades and their associated GPA 
values.  It is of paramount importance to note that the mapping schemes 
are provided by the undergraduate schools – McGill does not make up 
these schemes or impose our own scheme.  In cases where the 
undergraduate school does not provide a mapping scheme, we rely on 
ones provided by internationally recognized experts such as the 
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers 
(AACRAO) and NAFSA: Association of International Educators. 
Admittedly less accurate than the schemes provided by the schools, they 
have been thoroughly researched and are commonly accepted and in 
widespread use at universities and colleges throughout North America. 
  
Since the implementation of uApply in 2013-2014, the CGPA calculation 
has become more accurate by several orders of magnitude.  This is 
because uApply stores and applies grade scale maps provided by the 
individual schools (and sometimes individual programs).  Before uApply 



we were not able to store or use that information and had to rely only on 
generic or country-wide mapping schemes. 
  
It is important to note that it is not only foreign transcripts that are 
interpreted according to McGill’s GPA calculations – ALL non-McGill 
transcripts are subject to this process. If we did not do this then we would 
not have any basis of comparison between applicants. 
  
Differences between the old and new graduate admissions system 
 
McGill implemented a new graduate admissions system, uApply, in 
2013-2014. The new system provided a technological platform to manage 
graduate admissions online. However, the upgrade to uApply did NOT 
change the methodology used or impose a new system for calculating 
CGPAs. It should be noted that McGill has never used a linear 
interpolation to calculate CGPAs. This is because the McGill scale itself 
does not support linear interpolation: a student who achieves a mark of 
84% is not given a grade point of 3.99 – they get a grade of A- and a 
grade point of 3.7.  If we were to adopt a linear interpolation for non-
McGill transcripts it would create a marked disadvantage for McGill 
applicants.  
 
Grade inflation and its effect on graduate student enrolment  
 
McGill strives to recruit and retain the best and the brightest graduate 
students to pursue the university’s tradition of excellence. It is in the 
university’s interest to admit the strongest candidates, and GPA calculations 
serve to identify them.  
 
Grade inflation is a serious issue and the subject of much debate across 
campuses around the world. Statistical evidence1 shows that students 
across the board are obtaining higher grades now than previously. The 
issue is therefore systemic; not one that pertains to individual schools 
only. At this point, there is no evidence that the McGill graduate 
admissions process is being compromised by grade inflation. In addition, 
the final vetting of the credentials of applicants recommended for 
admission to graduate studies is done centrally, by experienced 
evaluators, based partly on their knowledge of the quality of the 
institution of graduation (e.g. for Iran, government institutions versus 
private institutions). 
 

                                                           
1 http://www.gradeinflation.com/ 
http://www.independent.co.uk/News/education/education-university-grade-first-numbers-soar-grade-inflation-warning-
a7849936.html 
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/grade-inflation-continues-us-colleges 
 

http://www.gradeinflation.com/
http://www.independent.co.uk/News/education/education-university-grade-first-numbers-soar-grade-inflation-warning-a7849936.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/News/education/education-university-grade-first-numbers-soar-grade-inflation-warning-a7849936.html
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/grade-inflation-continues-us-colleges


Note regarding the transcript examples provided 
 
The examples are based on the Iranian marking scale (0-20 with 10 as the 
minimum pass). Iran has provided mapping only for A, B, C, D and F, no 
+ or – grades. It may be difficult to comprehend, accustomed as we are to 
our own grading scheme but many schools adhere to a strict A, B, C, D, 
F scale. Since it is not possible to map according to a linear scale (since 
McGill’s own CGPA system is not based on a linear scale) and since we 
cannot map to + or – grades which do not exist, we map to A, B, C, D 
and F (grade points of 4.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.0 and 0.0 respectively). By 
definition, there is no error since no other outcome is possible. 
 
Slide 9 -  The calculations in black, which follow the McGill procedure 
for calculating CGPAs, are all accurate and correct.  The CGPA 
calculations based on the Mark column and which are expressed as 
15.32, 13.60 and 16.13 are, by definition, NOT CGPAs. A CGPA is a 
grade point calculation and not an average or even a weighted average of 
numeric marks.  Also, these calculations are at odds with the term GPAs 
displayed on the transcript. The results posted in red, since they 
presumably use a linear conversion, are inaccurate. For example, the 
“Correct” CGPA for the 2007-2008 year is given as 4.0 – what we would 
normally consider the result of straight A’s.  Yet there are 2 marks which 
equate to C and 7 marks which equate to B – how can this result in a 
‘perfect’ score of 4.0? 
 
Slide 11 – The conclusion is not supported by the evidence presented.  
There may be an error but, whether that error was caused by a fault in 
calculation or by another cause has not been demonstrated.  It could be 
that the linear conversion is based on a misunderstanding of the Iranian 
transcript.  For example, are Failed courses included in the Iranian 
calculation?  If not, that would account for significant differences.  Does 
the Iranian calculation weigh final year courses more heavily than first 
year courses? Are all courses included in the Iranian calculation or are 
electives excluded?  These are all variations of CGPA calculations that 
are frequently seen and which have to be accounted for.  This is why 
McGill must calculate each and every CGPA for admissions – to ensure 
that each is done according to the same standard and using the same 
methodology. 
 
Slide 12 – Since there are many different ways to calculate a CGPA we 
cannot rely on what is reported on the transcript. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The graduate admissions process is not compromised by the existing 
process for CGPA calculation. 
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Problem description:   Truncation error in calculation of CGPA of foreign students results in 
good students not being admitted to McGill.

Impacts: 
1) It has a serious impact on the quality of graduate students admitted – this truncation 

error favours the students from universities having grade inflation and discriminates 
against the good students from universities not having grade inflation.  

2) It results in a significant amount of extra and unnecessary work for the graduate 
secretaries in all departments.

Solution:  Simple, easy to implement, increase in efficiency (eliminates redundant work)
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MATH BASICS

Truncation:

Definition:  A method of approximation by eliminating digits below a given value (unit, decade, 
hundred, etc)

Examples:

1) Truncation of a number to an integer, numbers in the range of 3.0 – 3.99 = 3.0

2) Truncation of a number to the decade,  numbers in the range of 40 – 49.99 = 40

3) Truncation of a number to intervals of 2 integers,  numbers in the range of 12.0 – 13.99 = 12.0
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MATH BASICS

Average   (arithmetic mean):

Definition:  The central tendency of a data set.
Method of calculation:   Add a series of n numbers and divide by n

Examples:
(4  +   3 +   1   + 3   +  2 )/5 = 2.6
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MATH – Truncation error results in incorrect CGPA

Comparison of true average with the average of truncation values 

numbers numbers truncated to the decade

21 20
36 30
29 20
43 40
38 30

average 33.4 average 28
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MATH – Truncation error results in incorrect CGPA

Comparison of true grade conversion with truncation conversion 
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true conversion: linear interpolation	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	10	11	12	12	13	14	14	15	16	16	17	18	19	20	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	1.5	2	2	2.5	3	3	3.5	4	4	4	4	4	4	error: truncation of grades	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	10	11	12	12	13	14	14	15	16	16	17	18	19	20	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	1	1	2	2	2	3	3	3	4	4	4	4	4	Foreign numerical grade
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				Grading scheme conversion						Example:														TRUE		truncation

				  0 – 20                           GPA 1- 4						Local grades		Converted										0		0		0

				16-20		4				18		4										1		0		0

				14 -15		3				15.5		3										2		0		0

				12 – 13		2				13		2										3		0		0

				10-11		1				14.2		3										4		0		0

				< 9		0				16		4										5		0		0

										10		1										6		0		0

								average		14.45		2.83										7		0		0

								average converted		3.225												8		0		0

																						9		0		0

								Comparison		3.225		2.83										10		0		0

																						10		1		1

																						11		1.5		1

																						12		2		1

																						12		2		2

																						13		2.5		2

																						14		3		2

																						14		3		3

																						15		3.5		3

																						16		4		3

																						16		4		4

																						17		4		4

																						18		4		4

																						19		4		4

																						20		4		4



true conversion: linear interpolation	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	10	11	12	12	13	14	14	15	16	16	17	18	19	20	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	1.5	2	2	2.5	3	3	3.5	4	4	4	4	4	4	error: truncation of grades	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	10	11	12	12	13	14	14	15	16	16	17	18	19	20	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	1	1	2	2	2	3	3	3	4	4	4	4	4	Foreign numerical grade
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MATH – Truncation error results in incorrect CGPA

Truncation of values before averaging 
results in an error in the calculated average       =      minus ½ of the truncation interval.

McGill numerical foreign transcript conversions are done for CGPA integer 
values   (i.e. A = 4.0, B = 3.0, C = 2.0, D = 1.0, F = 0

McGill: Results in an error  =  minus 0.5 CGPA 
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Transcript Example
Year 2006-2007
Unit Mark Truncated

2 19 4
3 12.5 2
2 20 4
3 20 4
3 15.5 3
3 12.5 2
2 9.75 0
2 20 4
2 17 4
2 15 3
3 10 1
3 15.5 3

CGPA 15.32 2.77

Year 2007-2008
1 15 3
1 17.5 4
3 15 3
1 12.9 2
1 18.5 4
2 19.75 4
2 20 4
1 17 4
3 14 3
2 15.9 3
3 15 3
3 15.7 3
1 16 4
3 18 4
3 14 3
2 20 4
2 12.5 2

CGPA 16.13 3.29

Year 2008-2009
3 15.5 3
2 18 4
3 11 1
1 15.5 3
1 15.4 3
1 15.6 3
3 15.5 3
1 15 3
2 15 3
2 12.5 2
1 12 2
2 10 1
3 9.5 0
3 15.25 3
3 11 1
2 15.5 3

CGPA 13.60 2.21

Correct 
3.16

Correct 
2.80

Correct 
4.0



Transcript Example

Overall  CGPA :

True average = 14.62 = 3.31

Truncation  average = 2.63

Average on the transcript
= 14.67

True conversion to CGPA
= 3.32

Truncated Conversion

16-20 4
14-15.9 3
12-13.9 2
10-11.9 1
0-9.9 0

Year 2009-2010
2 13 2
3 15.5 3
3 11 1
3 11.5 1
3 11.7 1
2 17.7 4
2 15.25 3
2 15 3
2 15 3
2 12 2
1 17 4
2 17.7 4
2 12 2
2 17.8 4
1 17 4
1 17.5 4
2 13.5 2

CGPA 13.87 2.46

Year 2010-2011
2 19.5 4
2 17 4
3 9.8 0
3 11.5 1
1 15 3
2 10 1
1 18 4
1 17 4

CGPA 13.79 2.13
Correct 
2.89

Correct 
2.93
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Check
A simple check to see if the truncation error has been occurring in the calculation is to compare 

Overall  CGPA :

True average = 14.62 = 3.31

Truncation  average = 2.63

The conversion of the 
CGPA reported on the 
foreign transcript

the CGPA calculated by 
the McGill conversion 
method

TO

E.g.  in the transcript 
example above  If they are different 

there is a 
truncation error
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Solution
Solution:  The CGPA is assessed by converting the CGPA reported on the transcript (as is already 
done for some countries)   There is no need to redo it as if it is calculated correctly it results in the 
same CGPA. 

Benefits: 

1) Simple, easy to implement solution.

2) The truncation error enforced a required CGPA higher than that stated (by 0.5 CGPA points).  

3) Good students from good universities (i.e. those without grade inflation) can be accepted. 

4) Efficiency – eliminates a significant amount of extra and unnecessary work for the graduate 
secretaries in all departments.
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